
RICHMOND MS CHOIR -  SIGHT SINGING  
STANDARD EVALUATION  

ART.M.I.6/7/8.5: Sight read melodies and rhythms in simple meter.   

 
    Name:_____________________________________________ Date: __________ Grade: __________  

Practice the rhythm only sight singing.  You will then practice the melody and rhythm together.  
Students will perform the 1) rhythm and the 2) melody in a small group.  Use hand signs and 
solfege for the melody like we practice in class.    
 

 

 

 

Rhythm Only:           Number of mistakes: ____________ 

 

1. ________ Rhythmic Accuracy: I sang the rhythms correctly.  

 

2. ________ Meter: I added accents in the proper spots.  

 

3. ________ Tempo: I sang with a steady beat/tempo.  

 

Melody & Rhythm Together:        Number of mistakes: ____________ 

 

1. ________ Tone:  I sang with my singing voice and successfully used breath support to  
  sing to the best of my abilities.  
 

2. ________ Phrasing: I sang my music consistently with correct phrasing and worked  
  consistently to correct my breathing where instructed.  
 
 

3.  ________  Rhythm: My rhythms were accurate and performed correctly.  I maintained a 
  steady beat throughout.  

4. ________  Pitch: I consistently sang accurate notes for my part and matched pitch.  
 
5. ________ Solfège: I consistently sang the correct solfège syllables and used hand signs.  
 
 

6. ________Posture: My posture is always correct when I am singing.   

 

Large group: 
 
7. ________ Ensemble: Everyone worked together to sing, blending and balance.  
 

Teachers Overall score:_______             

Exceeded the 
standard 

AP 

Met the 
standard. 

P 

Partially met the 
standard. 

PP 

Did not meet the 
standard. 

NP 
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